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Abstract
Whether the development of smart metering is a regulated, a purely competitive activity or a
hybrid form is a question that is set neither from a theoretical nor from a practical point of view.
Considering that we don’t know if demand response and smart metering for mid-size and small
consumers can develop on a private ground, we wonder which types of market signals should be sent
to demand manager to see demand response emerge as a competitive business. Using data from the
French power system over the last 8 years and the guidance of the literature about the missing
money for peaking units, we compare the possible market design solutions to allow demand
response to develop and conclude that capacity market can be a valuable solution to take into
account.
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1 Introduction
In power systems, managing the equilibrium between generation and load has always been a key
issue for the system operator as electricity cannot be stored economically. In the centralized power
systems paradigm, where demand response is limited by the absence of real time metering
infrastructure, power generation has traditionally born most of the burden of providing flexibility to
maintain the system balance. In this paper we analyse the drivers and the market design conditions
of introduction of demand response tools to manage the equilibrium between generation and load in
a liberalised power market environment.
In brief, demand response consists in reducing load level of some consumers for some time when
the price of electricity reaches a high level (from several hundreds of euros)4. This reduction can be
directly controlled by the demand manager or otherwise be left entirely to the discretion of the
consumer informed about the price of electricity (Piette et al., 2004). The main interest of demand
response is that it participates in balancing the power system for some hundreds of hours a year in
the same way as does the peak generation. But contrary to peak generation, demand response does
achieve balancing avoiding the very expensive and CO2-emitting use of fossil fuels. Thus there is
some symmetry between peaking generation and load reductions from demand response. There
have been discussions highlighting that demand response can have some limitations compared to
peaking units, for instance: demand response is often available for only a short duration, and possibly
needs more advance notice than peaking generation, etc. The aim of this paper is not to compare in
details the characteristics of peaking generation and demand response, but rather assuming that
demand response can be managed in a way that makes it a substitute for peaking generation, to
study the economic framework and market design that could foster the development of demand
response in liberalized power markets. They both will face the same kind of issues in terms of
investment, use and economic function in a market environment.
Building on this parallel between peak generation and demand response, it is interesting to
review the issues and lessons from international experiences with investment in peak generation,
and discuss how these are likely to affect demand response (Finon & Pignon 2008). Most liberalised
power markets are characterised by a deficit of investment in peaking units, caused by a lack of
revenue compared to the theoretical optimum. The problem of revenue for peak generation, the socalled “missing money” problem and their solutions have now been widely studied. The special issue
of Utilities Policy edited by Finon and Pignon (2008) offers a broad analysis of the problem and of the
main possible solutions through strategic reserve, long-term capacity contracts, and capacity
markets. In this paper we aim to study the potential impact of the missing money problem on
demand response and we conclude that it may even be sharper for a demand manager if his
investment costs for the distributed intelligent metering devices are proportionally higher than the
investment costs for a peak producer.
The implementation costs of demand response by the demand manager for the big industrial
consumers5 and the big tertiary consumers6 are quite low and adapted to load management.
Nevertheless, for the small tertiary and domestic consumers that stand for the biggest possibility for
demand response7, the historical metering devices are not adapted8. The implementation of demand
response program that can follow the hourly variations of electricity market price then requires these
old metering devices to be replaced and a demand control center to be developed to aggregate the
individual demand response into demand response volume big enough to be tradable on the
marketplace (Albadi & El-Saadany, 2008; Faruqui & Sergici, 2009).
This new infrastructure requires a large upfront investment with uncertainty on the costs and
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returns (Haney, Jamasb and Pollitt 2009). For instance in France, the “Linky” program to deploy smart
meters is evaluated between 4 and 8 billions euros depending on the sources for the installation of
30 million new intelligent metering devices9. This new infrastructure being brand new, to our
knowledge, no detailed information is available to evaluate the extent of economies of scale and so
the competitive or regulatory nature of demand response program.
The market design and business model that could foster the development of demand response
toward small (domestic and tertiary) consumers in an efficient manner are still unclear (EU DEEP
recommendations; Peeters et al. 2009; Saguan, 2009, Haney, Jamasb and Pollitt 2009). Some
demand response pilot programs are currently running in Europe or in the USA. Whether the
development of smart metering is a regulated, a purely competitive activity or and hybrid form to be
defined is a question that is set neither from a theoretical point of view nor from a practical point of
view yet. In practice, demand response programs in market environment can be illustrated with the
polar case of some states in the USA and of France. Competitive demand response has quickly
developed in several states in the USA (Walawalkar, Blumsack, Apt, & Fernands, 2008; Cappers,
Goldman, & Kathan, 2009; Haney, Jamasb and Pollitt 2009) while the volume of demand response in
France has decreased since the liberalisation of the power system (falling by 50%10) and new entrants
in this activity seem to face difficulties to settle.
Considering that we don’t know if demand response and smart metering for mid-size and small
consumers can develop in a liberalized market environment, we wonder which types of market
signals should be send to demand manager to see demand response emerge as a competitive
business. Hence answering this question leads to the conclusion that demand response and smart
metering can be a competitive activity under the conditions that an adapted market design is
implemented. Our paper then proposes a market design solution by making an analogy of a limited
extent between a demand response program and a peak generator.
Our paper is structured as follows: we first specify the characteristics that distinguish demand
response from peak generation. Then, we highlight the problem of compensation that a demand
response program would experience on a power market. At last we study the matching between the
incentive mechanisms implemented to ensure sufficient peak generation investment and the
specificities of demand response. We conclude about the ability of pure liberalized market solution
to provide sufficient incentives for the development of demand response.

2 Differences and similarities between a demand response program and a peak
generator
A demand response program is similar to a peak generator for its use and dynamics while it has
also differences, which imply that the evaluation of the “missing money” problem for a demand
response program cannot only rely on the study of the same problem for a peak generator.
Considering these differences between a demand response program and a peak generator, the
evaluation of the missing money shall be adapted to be transposed to the case of a demand response
program.

2.1 Differences between a demand response program and a peak generator
A demand response program and a peak generator are not pure substitutes because four
differences distinguish them.
First, a load curtailment can only happen if demand was planned and anticipated with sufficient
notice. For the moment, curtailment in the residential sector was mainly planned on energy uses
9
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with inertia such as the production of cold or heat to avoid any disturbances of the consumers.
However, these energy uses with inertia are only active when demand is high11.
The second difference between a demand response program and a peak generator is the Cold
Load Pick-Up (CLPU) effect. The CLPU is the additional energy and power temporarily needed to
compensate the previous curtailment. The two main parameters of the CLPU effect are its size and its
duration. These characteristics are essential to the profitability of a demand response operator. If the
level of the CLPU effect is smaller than 100%, any demand curtailment saves energy and is also likely
to induce money savings12. And the smaller the CLPU effect is, the higher the money savings are. The
following figure illustrates a CLPU effect of 100% (which means the curtailment does not modify,
neither increasing nor decreasing, the energy consumption) and lasting twice the time of the
curtailment.13
Figure 1 Illustration of the CLPU effect appearing after a load curtailment
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The third specificity of demand response program compared to peak generation units is that it is
an intermediated tool of management, which makes the business model complex for deployment of
demand response (Albadi & El-Saadany, 2008; EUDEEP business model 1). In most of the demand
response programs, it is not the demand manager that directly curtails its customers, he just sends
them a price signal telling them that they should curtail. They then have to react to price signals
within the limits of their other constraints. Thus, it is difficult for a demand manager to predict and
commit to a response rate among its customers and therefore the real capacity of its demand
response program.
Some operators then choose to sell controlled demand response program. The operator takes
care of the direct curtailment of its customers in a way that they do not feel any disturbance. This
solution has however two drawbacks. Firstly, the operating costs of the demand manager are much
higher than in the previous solution, because of the establishment and operation of a demand-side
management dispatching, which will manage the curtailment of all customers. Then, even with a
controlled demand response program, the consumer always has the right to overrule the order of
curtailment and to continue to consume electricity. The rate of response from consumers to a
curtailment order will never be 100%, and it may be may vary on a wide range. It was then
11
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experienced between 9% and 53% in the North East of the USA (Cappers, Goldman, & Kathan, 2009).
Lastly, there is also the issue of entry and exit of customers because demand response program
is a commercial activity that caters to residential or tertiary customers. Therefore, the demand
response capacity of an operator may vary over time depending on the dynamics of its customer
base.
Considering the intermediated nature of demand response for small and medium size
consumers, it may be difficult for such a demand response program to provide ancillary services
when needed. The provision of secondary reserves implies that the respondent receives a signal
displayed the TSO itself over a dedicated telecommunication infrastructure. If demand response
provided secondary reserves, this would impose that this dedicated infrastructure be extended
toward. Besides, the response time typically required for ancillary services providers seems hardly
compatible with the intermediation needed in demand response program. And ancillary services
being the first reaction of power system to hazard, its limited controllability induces a de facto
limited participation in the provision of ancillary services.

2.2 Similarities between a demand response program and a peak generator
A demand response program can be used to replace a peak generator in a limited number of
situations only. In order to determine the uses where a peak generator and a demand response
program are substitute, we consider first the alternative uses of a peak generator. We evaluate then
the extent to which a demand response program can provide the equivalent services.
First, a peak generator is scheduled day-ahead to supply energy only during the peak demand
hours. This is because a peak generator has higher marginal cost than other units and it is the last
type of generation units to be planned and started up to supply energy to load. The fact that a
peaking generator is dispatched after all other units to meet the residual demand makes the
revenues of a peaking generator very hard to predict and very uncertain. An investment into a peak
generator is thus very risky because it depends on the level of power demand that, itself, depends on
extreme weather conditions. For a power system that experiences high levels of demand during the
cold season, a very cold year will mean that the peak generator will run for a large number of hours.
Contrarily, a warm year will mean that the peak generator may not run at all, being then unable to
payback the annuity of its investment. The same reasoning applies in a similar manner for power
system that experiences high levels of demand during the warm season like in the USA (because of
an intensive use of air conditioning).
The second and third use of a peak generator is related to its characteristics of high flexibility and
short start-up time. This feature is very valuable in real time to balance generation and load. Indeed,
the time to react to an imbalance in real time is short. The automatic ancillary services must react in
seconds or minutes during fifteen to twenty minutes after the disturbance. After more than fifteen
minutes of imbalances, the capacity of ancillary services must be restored so that the power system
can support any new imbalances. This requires that a generator be started up (so called “black start”)
(or that a demand response operator curtail load) in less than 15 minutes. A peak generator is
adapted both to provide ancillary services because it is very flexible once started-up and to be
started up quickly. Indeed, peak generators or hydro generators with dams are the principal
generators to be used to act in such a short delay14.
A demand response program can replace a peak generator only for two uses, on a daily basis and
for adjustments. A load curtailment can be planned day-ahead when load is high to help and balance
supply and demand. A load curtailment can be activated in real time to compensate imbalances.
However, the differences between a demand response program and a peak generator, detailed
hereafter, make it impossible for a demand response program to provide ancillary services.
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The similarities of demand response program and peak generator makes us anticipate that the
demand response program may face the same problem of alignment with the market design as the
one experienced by peak generator.

2.3 A missing money issue?
At the time of renewing or extending peak generation units, several markets have experienced
low level of investment. This was due to the insufficient revenue these investors were receiving from
the market signals and to the risk they perceived from these signals since they are paid for hundreds
of hours in a year only and with great variations from a year to another (Joskow, 2008). Several hours
in a year, the market is so tight that the spot price soars and blithely exceeds several thousand
euros/MWh (Joskow, 2008). This scarcity rent is very important for the peak generator because it
allows them to cover its investment costs during its few hours of operation. In the extreme case
where demand is greater than production, prices even reached a threshold at which some
consumers prefer to disappear spontaneously rather than to pay for the asked price. This threshold is
generally noted “VoLL” for Value of Lost Load.
Many regulators however see this very high price as a market failure or as a politically
unbearable price situation. To solve this problem, some regulators set a price cap that the market
price can never exceed. This price cap then limits the income generated by the peak generator and
reduces the incentive to invest in such generation facilities. Other things equal, the price cap will
have the same effect for the remuneration of a demand response operator that is only remunerated
through the energy markets.
Figure 5 Missing money emerging from price cap (Hogan, 2007)

All these considerations lead to the identification of a lack of revenue, the so called “missing
money” for any facilities (peak generator or demand response) acting during the peak hours. A
possible solution would be for them to be paid for their availability to produce energy or curtail load
during the peak hours, and not only for the energy production or curtailment. A peak generator
would then be paid for its availability during the peak hours and for its production when dispatched.
And a demand response program would then be paid for its availability during the peak hours and for
the effective undergone curtailment.
Peak generator had difficulties to recover its investment cost in some market designs while
others allow them to cope with this so called “missing money” problem (see below). However, given
the four characteristics of a demand response program established in this section (appearance only
when demand is high, CLPU effect, control and dynamics of customer base), a market design adapted
to the development of peak generation may not necessarily be adequate for the deployment of
demand response. A research of alignment between the market design and the demand response
characteristics is then needed to ensure its deployment.
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3 The need to pay a demand response program for availability
We now evaluate the potential missing money problem for Demand Response. First, we recall
the two main revenue sources for a peak generator, either the spot day-ahead market or the
balancing market. Second, we evaluate the revenue that can be expected from these markets and we
extract general conclusions using data from the French case.

3.1 Two markets to buy and sell electricity
Liberalised power markets actually consist in a chain of closely connected markets with different
time horizons, from forward markets years ahead to real time markets. A producer can choose to
sell its electricity mainly on two different markets: a market said "Spot" or day-ahead market, and a
balancing market used to compensate for real time imbalances between generation and load
(Saguan et al., 2009).
In France, the spot day-ahead market is run by the Power Exchange “EPEXSpot”15. Each day at
11:00, a market player may submit voluntary offers on this exchange: for every hour day-ahead, he
may offer a buy or sale bid. Intraday trade is also possible on EPEXSpot. But these exchanges
represent a much smaller volume than the day-ahead one.
As for the balancing market, it is a tool for the Transmission System Operator (TSO) to ensure the
balance of the power system in real time. Each player in this market bids upward or downward. In
case of system imbalance, the TSO asks for the balancing market and selects some bids to balance
back generation and load.
The balancing market is also completed by the ancillary services (primary and secondary
reserves) that allow rapid automatic balancing. The provision of ancillary services can be regulated or
organised as a market. The remuneration that generators receive from the provision of ancillary
services is quite small compared to the remuneration provided by the day-ahead and real time
markets. For instance, in France, the average yearly cost of ancillary services is less than 1 €/MWh
(with an annual cost around 300 million € to serve around 450 million MWh) compared to the
average peak spot price of electricity close to 60€/MWh on EPEXSpot16 (CRE, 2010).
These day-ahead and real time markets are in France and in most of the European countries the
main sources of remuneration for different electricity generators, after the bilateral market. A
generator with a winning bid on the Spot Market is paid the spot price. A generator with a winning
bid on the balancing market is generally paid his bid price. Let us now see the distinct impact of these
two systems of remuneration on a demand response program.17

3.2 The need to remunerate a demand response program for its availability
Considering the similarities and differences between a demand response program and a peak
generator, the objective of this section is to evaluate whether a demand response program would be
profitable in an “energy-only” market context transposing previous analyses of this problem for peak
generators on the case of a demand response program.

3.2.1 Cost estimations
To do so, we consider two polar scenarios for the different costs: the optimistic scenario using
the most positive data set and the pessimistic scenario taking into account the less enthusiastic
assessments. As it is impossible to know precisely the real future costs, this methodology allows us to
give realistic bounds to the debate.
In the optimistic scenario, we use the following estimations. The cost of a demand response
program can be estimated after the costs of the Linky project in France (estimated at four billion € by
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ERDF)18. We rely on other optimistic assumptions with a long lifetime for meters (40 years), a
discount rate for a regulated company (8%) and a significant potential for demand side-management
capacity (13GW).
In the pessimistic scenario, we use the following estimations. The cost of the demand response
program can be estimated from the FNCCR19 evaluation of the Linky projects with 8 billion euros. We
rely on other pessimistic assumptions with a short lifetime for meters (20 years – due to the
innovative and fragile feature of the used technology), a low and high market discount rate
(respectively 15% and 20% according to the anticipated risk level of the investment) and a potential
for demand side-management capacity limited to its level before the reform (6GW).20
These assumptions lead to an annualised cost of 335 million euros for the optimistic scenario and
between 1267 and 1636 million euros for the pessimistic scenarios.
We then compared these cost with the benefit that demand response could generate at
maximum from the market. As a consequence, we suppose that the introduction of demand
response would not depreciate price. Besides we suppose that the potential of demand response is
fully used each year. It is optimistic since the use of full capacity of demand response may depend on
the load level. Meanwhile, once the investments are done, it is more interesting to implement the
demand response program as much as possible.
The table below summarises our assumptions and results of our calculation.
Table 1 Assumptions of the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios
for the calculation of the investment cost of a demand response program

Scenarios

Costs (M€)

Lifetime for
meters (years)

Optimistic

4 000

40

Pessimistic

8 000

20

Discount rate
(%)
8
15
20

Annualised
investment
cost (M€)
335
1267
1636

Demand
response
capacity (GW)
13
6
6

Average
annualised
investment
cost (k€/MW)
26
211
273

Even if no information is available to our knowledge about the variable cost of demand response
for a demand response operator, it must not be neglected. When the consumer has contracted a
fixed price rate, the demand response operator must pay the consumer to award him for his efforts
of curtailment (RTE, 2011). Besides, in the case of a demand curtailment in real time, the generator
must also be compensated for its planned but unsupplied energy (see Glachant & Perez, 2010 for
references).
A last uncertainty about demand response is the cold load pick-up effect. To avoid any case by
case study21, we will assume that the duration of the CLPU effect is equal to the duration of the
related demand curtailment. We will then consider three levels of CLPU effect, first 0% (no CLPU
effect), 50% and 100%.

3.2.2 Revenue estimations
A demand response operator can earn revenues on the spot market and/or on the real time
market. The timeframe of the spot market allows him to optimise its portfolio of units (comprising
individual power plants, demand response from big consumers and the aggregation of demand
response of small consumers). Inversely, any action on the real time market implies the identification
of individual units. But price is higher on the real time market than on the spot price recognizing the
18

An independent demand response operator estimates that his investment cost is even smaller, until twenty times
less than the investment cost of a peaker, that is to say around 3 k€/MW.
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The FNCCR is the National Federation of Local Authorities Licensors and Boards.
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The optimistic and pessimistic cost levels for the installation of 30 million smart meters in France are consistent with
standard costs for these technologies (Deconinck, 2008)
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See Agneholm (1999).
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premium value of flexible generators. We then compare the benefits for a demand response
operator to sell two types of products, on the one hand an optimised spot product and a real time
product for balancing.

a) Estimations of the revenue of a demand response operator on the day-ahead spot
market
The optimised spot product we consider is similar to the one proposed by RTE (2011) in the
framework of discussions about the characterisation of demand side response in the CURTE22, the
Comity of Users of the Electric Transmission Network, in order to calculate the marginal gross gain of
a demand response operator between 2006 and 2008. RTE (2011) considers a theoretical product
optimised at the daily scale. This product could be the result of an aggregation in the portfolio of a
supplier. It is then less restrictive than a curtailment that would happen for a unique customer23. The
studied product is a 1MW load curtailment activated 1 hour a day during the daily peak and with a
CLPU effect occurring optimally during the off-peak time24. This product is remunerated by the spot
price.
Table 2 presents the average revenue that a demand response operator would receive with such
an optimised product for three levels of the CLPU effect, 0%, 50% and 100% between 2002 and 2010.
Table 2 Average revenue from the spot market for a demand response program
with different levels of the CLPU effect between 2002 and 2010
Average revenue (k€/MW) from the spot
market for different levels of the CLPU effect
Year
0%
50%
100%
2002
12
9
7
2003
20
17
15
2004
15
13
10
2005
28
24
20
2006
30
27
23
2007
31
28
25
2008
39
33
29
2009
26
23
20
2010
17
15
14
Figure 2 Comparison between the average annual investment cost of a demand response program and its estimated annual
revenue from the spot market between 2002 and 2010
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Several findings emerge from the study of Figure 4. First, we see high volatility of revenues for
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demand response bid in a day-ahead market. We also note that, for some years (2002 and 2004), the
demand response program generates a small income. Besides and more importantly, we see that
depending on the scenario, demand response may not be able to recover its investment cost with
the spot energy market. The years 2002-2008 correspond to a period when there was a growing
need for investment in peaking units, as peak demand increased significantly over the period, such
that the results seem to indicate that the spot market would remunerate enough demand response
to warrant investment.
Even the optimistic situation has to be undertaken carefully because of two assumptions used for
this calculation have a very positive impact of overvaluation. First we assume that massive use of
demand response does not change price. In reality price changes when demand and production
varies of a certain amount. Market resilience measures this change. No information about the
market resilience is directly available for France to our knowledge but it can be estimated from the
resilience of the Belgian market. Indeed, the spot price in Belgium is equal to the spot price in France
more than 65% of the time between 2007 and 200925. The annual average resilience of the Belgian
market was then between 1.40 €/MWh and 3.87 €/MWh for a 500 MW decrease of demand26. The
above result should then be tempered by 1.40 €/MWh to 3.87 €/MWh.
Moreover, we consider an optimised product. If we consider the 2nd highest and the 2nd smallest
day-ahead spot prices, the total spot revenue between 2002 and 2010 for a demand response
operator decreases by 10%, 15% if we consider the 3rd highest and the 3rd smallest day-ahead spot
prices, 22% if we consider the 5th highest and the 5th smallest day-ahead spot prices.

b) Estimations of the revenue of demand response operator on the real time market
The problem of missing money is also present if we consider a demand response program
focusing on the real time market. The previous optimised product could not be implemented in real
time because the generation and load units are redispatched individually. The demand response
product to be activated there is then different from the previous one. Here we consider only a load
curtailment that may not exceed 30 minutes to avoid any disturbances for the consumer. It can
however be activated every 2 hours.
A CLPU effect can also happen with a variable intensity. For a CLPU effect below 100%, the
cumulated demand will have the following profile when individual loads are successively curtailed
during 30 minutes. The cumulated demand will be zero during the first 30 minutes. Then the demand
will be limited to the percentage of the CLPU effect because it results from the addition of a load
curtailment and a CLPU effect from a previous curtailment. A CLPU effect will follow the end of all
the curtailment. The figure below illustrates such a profile of curtailed demand with a CLPU effect of
50%.

25

Source:
http://www.rte-france.com/fr/developpement-durable/nos-engagements-3/indicateurs-2/voleteconomique-2/convergence-des-prix-de-marche-2
26
st
Source: http://www.belpex.be/uploads/Market_resilience_analysis.pdf, consulted 1 April 2011
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Figure 3 Illustration of a demand response profile with consecutive load curtailments when the CLPU effect is 50%
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The problem with such a procedure when the level of CLPU is 100% is that the curtailment is
limited to the first half hour. To have a similar profile of curtailment except for the CLPU effect, it is
necessary to increment each new individual curtailment by the size of the individual CLPU effect. The
corollary of this strategy is twofold. For the same level of curtailment, a higher capacity of
curtailment is needed. And this strategy of curtailment makes the global energy linked to the CLPU
effect bigger.
Figure 4 Illustration of a demand response profile with consecutive load curtailments when the CLPU effect is 100% in order
to replicate a demand response profile similar to the one observed with a CLPU effect of 50%
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On the real time market, the price paid to the demand response operator is equal to its bid when
it is lower than the marginal price. The balancing responsible party whose perimeter includes the
demand response operator must also bear an imbalance due to the CLPU effect he pays at the
upward imbalance price. Besides, we assume that a demand response operator would have to pay
around 50 €/MWh to the supplier of the consumers that he curtails27. This is an optimistic
assumption to the point of view of the demand response operator because any superior value will
decrease his revenues28. Considering these characteristics, we search for the bid price in the real time
27

There is currently a debate to set the production part in the regulated retail tariff between 32 and 46 €/MWh.
According data related to the French power system, we estimate that the energy cost in the regulated retail tariff is
from 50 to 80 €/MWh depending on subscripted power, the type of consumers (professional or residential) and the tariff
options (flat or timely differentiated).
28
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market from demand response operator optimising its revenue over the past from the beginning of
the French balancing market in summer 2003 to the end of 2010. The following table summarises the
prices that would optimise the real time revenue of a demand response program with the different
values of the CLPU effect
Table 3 Prices optimising the real time revenue of a demand response program
when the CLPU effect is respectively 0 %, 50 %, 100 %
Price optimising the real time revenue of the
demand response program
84 €/MWh
94 €/MWh
244 €/MWh

Value of the CLPU effect
0%
50 %
100 %

Optimised revenue between 2003 and
2010
99 k€/MW
40 k€/MW
1,2 k€/MW

With these prices for the different levels of the CLPU effect, we obtain the following annual
revenue in the table and graph below.
Table 4 Average revenue from the real time market for a demand response program
with different levels of the CLPU effect between 2003 and 2010
Average revenue (k€/MW) from the real time
market for different levels of the CLPU effect
Year
0%
50%
100%
2003
7
3
0,4
2004
4
2
0,3
2005
12
5
0,6
2006
18
8
-0,2
2007
7
3
0,0
2008
25
10
0,3
2009
10
3
-0,4
2010
16
6
0,2
Figure 5 Comparison between the average annual investment cost of a demand response program and its estimated annual
revenue from the real time market between 2003 and 2010
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The conclusion about the profitability of a demand response focused on the real time market is
similar to the conclusion we draw about the profitability of a demand response paid by the spot
market. The real time revenue is volatile and it may not be sufficient to cover the investment cost
(whether the optimistic or pessimistic scenario is considered)29.

c) Estimations of the revenue of a demand response operator that arbitrages between
the day-ahead market and on the real time market
A demand response operator can cumulate to some extent the revenue from both the day-ahead
29

If the estimation of his investment cost is true, the independent demand response operator would be highly
profitable either on the spot market or on the real time market.
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market and the real time market, limiting thereby the problem of missing money. In reality, the
demand response operator would face uncertainty about the real time prices while wondering dayahead whether to bid on the spot market or to wait and possibly bid on the real time market. In
order to evaluate the potential revenue from such a strategy, we assume that the demand response
operator perfectly anticipates the real time prices day-ahead. The demand response operator is then
able to make perfect arbitrage between the day-ahead market and the real time market. In
particular, when the real time price is lower than the maximum day-ahead price at peak time, he
would decide to act in the day-ahead market and not in the real time market at that moment30.
We consider here the same curtailment products as the ones previously defined for each of
these markets. The demand response operator is paid on the day-ahead market the maximum hourly
price when it is higher than the real time price at that hour minus the minimum hourly price during
the following off-peak period. He is also paid on the real time market his bid price when it is lower
than the marginal price minus the compensation of the consumers that he curtails31. The balancing
responsible party whose perimeter includes the demand response operator must also bear an
imbalance cost due to the CLPU effect he pays at the upward imbalance price.
Considering these characteristics, we search for the price the demand response operator should
bid in the real time market in order to optimise its total revenue. He cumulates the revenues
collected on the real time market and on the day-ahead market. We have performed this calculus
using data from the beginning of the French balancing market in summer 2003 to the end of 2010
and spot prices for the same period. The following table summarises the prices that would optimise
the cumulated revenue of a demand response program arbitraging the real time and day-ahead
markets with the different values of the CLPU effect.
Table 5 Prices optimising the revenue of a demand response program that arbitrages the real time
market
and the day-ahead market when the CLPU effect is respectively 0 %, 50 %, 100 %
Value of the CLPU effect
0%
50 %
100 %

Price optimising the real time revenue of the
demand response program
83 €/MWh
83 €/MWh
289 €/MWh

Optimised revenue between 2003 and
2010
314 k€/MW
280 k€/MW
158 k€/MW

With these prices for the different levels of the CLPU effect, we obtain the following annual
revenue in the table below.
Table 6 Average revenue from the arbitrage between the day-ahead market and the real time market
for a demand response program with different levels of the CLPU effect between 2003 and 2010
Average total revenue (k€/MW) from the arbitrage between the day-ahead
market and the real time market for different levels of the CLPU effect
Year
CLPU 0%
CLPU 50%
CLPU 100%
2003
22
16
13
2004
18
16
11
2005
39
35
22
2006
47
43
25
2007
37
35
26
2008
61
56
29
2009
47
42
20
2010
41
37
14

The three figures below illustrate the origin of the revenue, either from the day-ahead market or
30

Or conversely the real time price is higher than the day-ahead price when the latter is maximum, he would decide to
act in the real time market at that moment and search for the moment when the spot price is the second higher.
31
He has to paid 50 €/MWh to the supplier in this case (see supra).
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from the real time market respectively for the three considered values of the CLPU effect. They also
allow to compare for a demand response operator adopting this strategy with the minimum needed
revenue, that is to say 26 k€/MW the minimum annualised investment cost of a demand response
program we previously calculated.
Figure 6 Comparison between the minimum annualised investment cost of a demand response
program and its annual revenue from the arbitrage between the day-ahead and real time markets
between 2003 and 2010 with a 0 % CLPU effect
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Figure 7: with a 50 % CLPU effect
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Figure 8 with a 100 % CLPU effect
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The analysis of the figures 6 to 8 shows that a demand response operator experiencing a CLPU
effect below 50 % would have earned a revenue between 2005 and 2010 from the perfect arbitrage
between the day-ahead market and the real time market above the minimum required level to avoid
any problem of missing money. This optimistic result should of course be tempered. We assume a
perfect arbitrage between day-ahead and real time. This result encompasses risk for the business of
any demand response operator because he may not perfectly manage his bid on the two markets on
an hourly base in presence of uncertainties32. Besides, if his annual revenues are here higher than the
minimum needed revenue, they are still far from the less pessimistic level of the annualised
investment cost of a demand response operator (211 k€/MW as calculated in table 1) . The problem
of missing money may then still remain with imperfect arbitrage between the day-ahead market and
the real time market.

4 Which solution to solve the missing money problem for a demand response
program?
Several electricity markets currently implement different tools to solve the missing money
problem for peak generation as table 5 shows it.
Table 7 Tools to solve the missing money problems and the countries
Long term contracts

Countries

Portugal
Sweden, Norway, France, GB

Capacity payment
(whose variant with
flexible price)
Spain, Italy
Argentina, Chile,
Colombia, Peru,

Capacity obligation and
capacity market
USA regional markets: PJM,
NY,
New England

Some markets have implemented regulation-oriented mechanisms to remunerate peak
generation while other regions have implemented market-oriented mechanisms to remunerate peak
generation. Finon and Pignon (2008) distinguish four main types of solutions to compensate for the
missing money problem: namely Strategic Reserves, Long Term Contract, Capacity Payment and
Capacity Market. They have characterised them with different criteria (Capability to control the
32

For instance, an operator can anticipate low revenue with quite low uncertainty from the day-ahead market hoping
for higher but more uncertain revenue from the real time for the same hour.
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reliability level, capability to secure peak generation investment, coherence with energy market,
robustness to strategic behaviour, compatibility with decentralised action). To evaluate the match
between these different capacity mechanisms and the distinctive characteristics of demand
response, the features of demand response program that distinguishes it from peak generation must
then be integrated in the previous analysis framework.
We will present the solutions from the most integrated and regulated solutions to the more
market-oriented solutions. We will evaluate the matching between with the solution of long-term
capacity contracts (Section 3.2.1), of capacity payments (Section 3.2.2) and finally of the capacity
markets (Section 3.2.3) and the above mentioned specificities of demand response program (control
and dynamics of the customer base).

4.1.1 The long term contracts
The long-term contracts are contracts between the TSO and producer in which the producer
agrees to make available to the TSO a certain amount of generation capacity at peak time (Finon &
Pignon, 2008). When the TSO wants it, he may ask the generator to use all or part of the capacity
under contract. The producer is then paid for the availability of its capacity and for the used energy
at prices determined in the contract.
Many countries have chosen the solution of long-term contracts to reward the peaking units.
France, New Zealand or the Scandinavian countries are some of these countries. The generation
capacity that must be contractualised is determined after a consultation between the government,
the regulator and the TSO. Producers are then selected through a competitive tender.
The long-term contracts however have a main drawback similar to the drawback of the
integrated strategic reserve (Finon, Meunier, & Pignon, 2008). Indeed, the TSO may ask some its
contractors to run while it is not needed. As a result, the market would be distorted by an overuse of
long term contracts and would exclude of the merit order some generation units that are cheaper
than those related to long-term contracts. To limit this impact, many countries have chosen to set a
threshold price below which the TSO can not dispatch these generation units with such a long-term
contract.
The long term contracts seem more conducive to a demand response program. A market
participant other than the TSO may build and sell the demand response program toward customers
and toward the TSO. However, the long-term contracts may be very difficult to implement because
the curtailment capacity will continuously vary over time with the dynamics, increasing or
decreasing, of the customer base. If the demand manager wants that its whole curtailment capacity
is always remunerated, he would then have to renegotiate regularly existing contracts with the TSO
or sign new ones. The main risk is misalignment of the customer base and demand response
capacity. If the customer base provides a curtailment capacity smaller than the contractual capacity,
the demand response operator can no longer honour its commitments to the TSO. If the customer
base provides a curtailment capacity bigger than the contractual capacity, the demand response
operator undervalues its ability to modify demand levels.
One solution for the demand manager33 is to build its contract with the TSO with a degree of
flexibility in connection with the development of its customer base. But the rationale of the TSO is to
search for firm commitments to address the coverage of the peak time. So what would be the TSO
willingness to commit on a variable volume of demand response to ensure long term peak capacity?
Objectively, such a contract between the TSO and the demand manager would only be for the TSO a
minor tool among others that are more conventional like peak generation to cover load at peak time.

4.1.2 Capacity payment
33

A second solution for the demand manager would be to lock its customer base with long term contracts to avoid any
variation of demand response capacity, imposing exit costs for example. The previously raised problem is thus solved once
the customer base is established. But the phase when the customer base is being constituted will always be problematic
and the competition concern can be great.
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In different countries, capacity payments schemes have been tested to fix the issue of the
generation missing money. England and Wales before the reform of NETA in 2000, Spain, New
Zealand and several Latin American countries (Argentina, Chile, Colombia or Peru) have adopted a
capacity payment solution with quite contrasted results. We will review these experiences and
determine how they can help us to go a step further in our analysis of demand response solutions.
In England and Wales before the reform of NETA in 2000 for instance, a producer was paid by the
formula depending on its availability for the considered period:
Revenue = blackout probability x (VoLL – SMP)
where
VoLL = Value of Lost Load
SMP = System Marginal Price
This payment has drawn sharp criticism on each component of remuneration (Staropoli, 2001;
Perez, 2002). Indeed, some producers had incentive to withdraw capacity in order to increase the
likelihood of stress or blackout of the system and thus their compensation. Similarly the level of the
VoLL is important. The VoLL is set either in an administered manner with the risk of associated
lobbying or with a market mechanism with the risk of price manipulation.34 For all these reasons, this
system of capacity payment has been abandoned in the great reform of the English pool in 2000.
Other countries implement a slightly different capacity payment mechanism. In Spain and in some
countries in Latin America (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru), the capacity payment is made ex post.
The formula used is as follows:
Revenue = available generation capacity x fixed price
The price for capacity may vary seasonally or remain fixed. This system has led to conflicts on the
determination of the actual available capacity of a hydroelectric plant. But above all, having to be
available has had perverse effects. Indeed, some producers are encouraged to make bids very high
on the spot market so that they are sure they will not be dispatched but they will and get paid for
their notional capacity. Old generators can then have a wealthy second life while not running with
such a bidding strategy getting pay for capacity (MW) but not for generation (MWh).
Under the assumption that demand response is eligible to capacity payment, this mechanism is
more suitable to allow the development of demand response. As for the long-term contracts, a
market participant other than the TSO may build and sell the demand response program toward
customers and toward the TSO with a price determined in advance. However, with the capacity
payment, there is no long term commitment on the volume. The problem of commitment with the
TSO on a fixed demand response capacity here vanishes. The demand manager has a strong incentive
to invest without having to manage the effects of changes in its customer base on its relations with
the TSO. However considering the risk that the TSO undergoes in such a situation, it is unlikely that
demand response be let eligible to capacity payment.

4.1.3 The introduction of a new market: the capacity market
In half of the power markets of the USA, each electricity supplier must be able to demonstrate to
the Independent System Operator (ISO) that it can withstand all the demands on its customers in
case of peak time plus a certain margin (Finon & Pignon, 2008). It has three tools to achieve this goal:
1° its own generation capacity, 2° the long-term contracts it has with other producers in the area of
its ISO, 3° some additional generation capacity rights that he may acquire or exchange on a dedicated
capacity market.
Indeed, capacity markets have been introduced in some USA regions. The producers can
34

Besides, the level of SMP in the English-Welsh pool was also said to be more the result of market power than the
result of a competitive game (Evans & Green, 2004).
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exchange capacity credits on a market and are then compensated for the capacity they have (in
addition to their revenue from the energy market for their output). However, if a producer is not
able to produce in case of need of the capacity for which he was paid for, he will face very heavy
penalties incentives. Overall, these capacity markets, once cured effectively of their infancy
problems35, proved to be effective when mature.
The capacity market is essential for the generators in the USA. Their revenue from the capacity
market is such that without this revenue for their capacity, a lot of producers would have
disappeared (Joskow, 2008).
Experience with forward capacity markets since 2007 in PJM and New England demonstrates
that these markets have been very efficient in driving investment in demand response and energy
efficiency. In New England, demand response has increased from about 600 MW in 2007 to more
than 3,000 MW in the 2010 auction for capacity in 2013. A similar trend has been observed in the
PJM capacity market.
Figure 9 Evolution of demand resources selected into the New England capacity market
(Source: IHS Cambridge Energy Research Associates, ISO-NE)
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It is interesting to pay a closer look at the different types of demand response that can
participate into the New England capacity market. There are residentially two types of demand
resources:
 Active (Demand response): Respond to real-time conditions and dispatch instructions
 Passive (Energy efficiency): Reduce demand during broad time periods, but do not
respond to real-time conditions
There are a number of conditions that demand response needs to meet to be qualified to participate
in the capacity market: resources must be at least 100 kW, active resources must have interval
metering, and face a number of obligations such as submitting a two day forecast of the hourly
demand reduction capability (daily). Active resource also must curtail electrical usage within 30
minutes of receiving instruction.

35

Roques (2008) has shown that they could be volatile, disconnected from the energy market and focused on the short
run while related to long run with investment.
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Table 8 Demand Resources by Category – 2012/13, New England capacity markets

At the EU level and at the Member States level, the need for a capacity market is debated
without clear conclusion up to now (Finon & Pignon, 2008).
To our understanding, the capacity market is the solution that fits the best to the requirements
for the demand response program in an all market context. Indeed, the demand manager acting on
the capacity market can adjust its volume with the dynamics of its customer base. However, the
response rate of customers to the curtailment signal still remains a problem. For a non controlled
demand response program, this response rate can be low. Consequently, the demand manager can
never be paid for the full management capacity he has.

4.1.4 Comparison of the different approaches
The above results show a high correlation with the way smart meters and demand response
develop in the countries considered here. In Europe, the following figure gives the division between 3
types of countries: The countries in yellow stand for the countries that have implemented a roll-out
policy to force the deployment of smart meters, basis of any demand response program. The
countries in pink represent the countries with a roll-out policy under discussion. And, the countries in
blue are those with neither policy nor project under discussion yet. We notice in Europe a quite large
consensus to resort on roll-out policy to deploy smart meters in prelude to the implementation of
demand response program. This is because the European markets generally have no way in their
market design to see smart meters and demand response be developed on a merchant basis.
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Figure 10 National smart meters roll-out policies in Europe

Inversely, several merchant initiatives for demand response have emerged in the North East of
the USA. The table below proposes a review of companies engaged in such a business. Nevertheless,
we can note that they mainly focus on the big or mid-size consumers because they are the easiest
sources of demand response to harvest with a relatively small numbers of smart meters to install
compared to the demand response volume.
Table 9 Companies engaged in demand response in the USA
Companies engaged in demand response
with consumers that are
Energy Connect,

Industrial ones

Tertiary ones

X

X

Domestic ones

Energy Curtailment Specialists,

X

North America Power Partners,

X

EnerNOC, Inc.,

X

CPower, Inc.,

X

X

X

Comverge,

X

X

X

Site-Controls, LLC,

X

X

Powerit Solutions,

X

RTP Controls, Inc.,

X

Energy Optimizers USA

X

X

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we assumed that demand response for small consumers could be a competitive
activity. And we then wondered which market design (if any) could permit the merchant
development of demand response and smart metering. We answered this question considering the
similarities (as for investment, use and economic function) between peak generation and demand
response and the difficulties experienced at the international level by peak generation for its revenue
in a pure market configuration and the solutions proposed by the electricity markets (Finon & Pignon
2008). We then extended the analysis provided by Finon & Pignon (2008) including the two
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specificities of limited controllability and dynamics of the customer base due to the intermediated
nature of demand response program.
Studying the matching between the incentive mechanisms implemented to ensure sufficient
peak generation investment and these two specificities of demand response, we find that the
capacity market is the solution that fits the best to the requirements for the demand response
program in an all market context. This is because it provides flexibility to the demand response
operator while ensuring a given capacity level to the TSO.
The study of the development of demand response program in the USA where capacity markets
are implemented confirms that demand response can develop in a competitive way when the market
design is adequate. In other countries where other investment incentive mechanisms are
implemented, the market design must be patched with regulated mandatory roll-out to foster the
development of demand response. Demonstrating that demand response can develop without
regulatory action with an adequate market design leads also to the conclusion that demand response
and smart metering can be competitive activity under the conditions that an adapted market design
is implemented.
We see four further research directions that could complete our work. First, the effect of a major
participation of demand response in the power market could be integrated to have a more accurate
evaluation of the revenue for demand response operator. Second, strategies could be developed to
maximise the revenue of a demand response operator with temporal arbitrage between the dayahead and real time markets. Besides, we could extend our analysis to the revenue that a demand
response operator could receive while doing load shifting integrating the rebound effect appearing
when curtailed load gets back into operation.
At last, an important issue to be considered is the implementation of capacity market without a
pool (even a semi-mandatory one). Indeed, capacity market has only been implemented in power
system whose market design is structured around a pool. It is then easy to track the participation of
individual generators all along the different temporal steps of the power market (capacity, day-ahead
and real time) and so the fulfilment of their capacity obligations (Cramton and Stoft, 2006). But in
Europe, the national market designs are generally organised with power exchanges for the dayahead and intraday trade where the bids are not identified to specific generators but are the results
of an aggregated portfolio optimisation of each market participants. It is then very hard to track the
fulfilment of capacity obligations by individual generators all along the different temporal steps of
the market in particular in the day-ahead and intraday market. The implementation of a capacity
market in France for instance (recommended by the association of French electricity producers - UFE,
2010) then opens wide questions about the market design of such a system.
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